
This is tine third music album that I have released. It is a collaboration of many
artists associated with the www.electro-music.com community. It is being

released on two netlabels: EdP and Off&Green. Much of the music originated in

the Lyrics thread in the Schmooze forum of electro-music, with various artists from

around the world making contributions. Material was created by artists in

Thailand, South Africa, Italy, USA, and perhaps other places, so it's a real

international effort as well.

The list of artists includes Audiodef, Danno Gee Ray (Daniel Gray), Les Hall,

JovianPyx, D. Minoza, Howard Moscovitz, Rainshadow, Carlo Serafini, and Toad.

If you like this music and listen to it as part of your music collection, we encourage

you to make a donation to electro-music.com, your generosity will help our

growing community thrive. Of course, your donation is purely optional but

encouraged. I hope you enjoy the music as much as I do.

Les Hall

Song Descriptions

Christian Man: This was the repeat performance of my winning Laptop Battle

performance at the electro-music 2009 festival. Howard joined me with some G2
church organ lyrics and we closed out the festival with the performance.

Trust is the chosen work of artist Audiodef who interestingly has a hearing

limitation of some sort. Audiodef's voice coach has helped create the fascinating

"Talking Heads" style vocals of this song. The music is also reminiscent of the

Talking Heads, so it's like a trip down memory lane to hear this song.

The Singing Alchemist is the work of artist Carlo Serafini. Carlo is an editor at

electro-music.com's forum and produces beautiful immersive pieces. He works

with the Chameleon among other instruments in many of his recent songs.

Future Games: the voice of Rainshadow captures us and takes us away on a

lilting mysterious journey of music, very nice song.

If I Had the Power: Lyrics by Danno Gee Ray (Daniel Gray) spoken by Les Hall

and music by Les Hall using a Boolean Sequenced Karplus Strong array coded in

ChucK. It's a positive song about wishful thinking and what we would do given

tremendous power.

Rescue Mission: I wrote this song 20 minutes after my Father died. Rainshadow
was kind enough to do the vocals flawlessly and I added music to create the song.

Basically it's a song about Heaven invading Hell to save souls at the end of time. I



don't necessarily believe in the story that is told, so I present it for art's sake - just

something different to enjoy.

This Too Shall Pass is a song about human suffering throughout history and

man's inhumanity to man. Written and performed by Les Hall, the song is sad yet

powerful in a way.

The Phoenix has music by JovianPyx and lyrics by Les Hall written shortly after

the electro-music 2009 festival. It tells of my great suffering and later emergence
to a blissful, happy state through music.

deepgrave min og dog is a very irreverent song in the style of our friend Toad.

toadOOS is a follow-up instrumental after deepgrave min go dog.

glitch-bender#3 represents the glitch music makers of our community, created by

D.Minoza.


